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Abstract

We are interested in the problem of text lay-
out as it relates to our work on the intelligent
generation of integrated text and information
graphics (e.g., tables, bar charts, plots, maps) 
the AutoBrief system (Kerpedjiev et al. 1997;
Green, Carenini, & Moore 1998; Green et al.
1998). Intelligent layout generation is related to
the problems of media allocation and cross-media
cue generation. We propose an approach to these
problems that makes use of argument structure
to define domain-independent policies for a mul-
timedia generation system.

Introduction
We axe interested in the problem of text layout as it
relates to our work on the intelligent generation of inte-
grated text and information graphics (e.g., tables, bar
charts, plots, maps) in the AutoBrief system (Kerped-
jiev et al. 1997; Green, Caxenini, ~ Moore 1998;
Green et al. 1998). We distinguish lower level prob-
lems of layout (for example, choice of margin width,
type font, and other physical attributes of text) from
higher level problems of layout such as

¯ choice of format, e.g., the decision to express some
information in the form of a text outline versus a
text paragraph versus a graphic),

¯ planning physical organization such as hypertext
structure, and

¯ ordering of presentation elements, including sentence
order and the relative position of figures and text.

The choice of format overlaps with the problem of me-
dia allocation, the problem of deciding which parts of
a presentation to express in which media, i.e. in the
case of AutoBrief, text in paragraph format and/or
information graphics. (Information graphics are used
to visualize abstract rather than physical data (Card,
Mackinlay, & Shneiderman 1999).) Furthermore, the
problem of where to place a figure containing an infor-
mation graphic with respect to text overlaps with the
problem of generating cross-media cues, textual cues
(e.g., as shown in Figure 1) to help the user recognize

the role of a figure in an argument and locate it in the
presentation. We have found extensive use of such cues
in a corpus of human-authored print documents that
express arguments in coordinated text and information
graphics. In this paper, we discuss work in progress on
the use of argument structure in media allocation and
in generating cross-media cues.

Figure 1 gives an example, from the domain of
transportation scheduling, of a multimedia presenta-
tion that might be created by AutoBrief in response
to a user’s request for a recommendation on how to
improve a schedule. The presentation begins with a
description of the problem: the first sentence summa-
rizes the problem and Figure A provides more detail.
Media allocation is responsible for having chosen text
and graphics to express these two parts of the presen-
tation, respectively. The cross-media cue in the first
sentence (Figure A) is intended to make the relation-
ship of the claim expressed in text to the graphic ex-
plicit. Next, the presentation provides a description
of a hypothesized contributing factor to the problem:
This may be due in part to insuI~icient aircraft for bulk
cargo. The next sentence, Most of the late cargo is
bulk (Figure B), provides a generalization supporting
this hypothesis and a cross-media cue to Figure B. Fig-
ure B shows the data upon which the generalization
was based. Again, media allocation is responsible for
the decision to express the support as a graphic, and
the cue is intended to make the relationship of text
to graphic explicit. Lastly, the presentation concludes
with a recommendation.

Note that although each figure was placed immedi-
ately following the text which the figure was intended
to elaborate upon or support, our approach is to gen-
erate explicit cross-media cues. Without these linking
cues, the user would have to recognize the connection
between a section of text and a graphic on his own.
Also, it is not always feasible to provide a graphic next
to related text, e.g., when a graphic plays a role in
more than one place in a presentation.
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A total of 125 tons of cargo will be late (Figure A).
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Figure A: Late Cargo Arriving on each Day
10 11 12 Day

This may be due in part to insufficient aircraft for bulk cargo.

Most of the late cargo is bulk (Figure B).
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Figure B: Amount of late cargo by cargo type

You might consider increasing the number of aircraft that can carry bulk cargo.

Figure 1: Example

System Overview
We have implemented a prototype system, AutoBrief,
in the domain of transportation scheduling that gen-
erates presentations in text and information graphics.
As in several multimedia generation systems (McK-
eown et al. 1992; Towns, Callaway, & Lester 1998;
Wahlster et al. 1993), the content and high-level orga-
nization of a presentation is first planned using a goal-
driven planner (Young 1994). The presentation plan-
ner attempts to satisfy presentation goals using infor-
mation about the domain, and presentation strategies
encoded as media-independent plan operators. (We re-
fer to the plan operators as being media-independent
since no knowledge of media is encoded in them.) The
resulting plan, which may include ordering constraints,
describes the content and structure of the presentation.

For example, the plan underlying the sample presen-
tation of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. For readability,
only the goal hierarchy is shown. English paraphrases
of the plan’s content language expressions are given.
Nodes are labelled numerically for reference later in
the paper. Subgoals labelled core contain the informa-
tion that is realized as the core (Moser ~ Moore 1996)
of a segment in the presentation shown in Figure 1,
and are identifiable as core goals in the argumenta-
tion operators defined in our system. The analysis of
the argument encoded in the plan is based upon argu-
ment strategies for three types of arguments, factual,

causal, and recommendations, described in a textbook
on writing arguments (Mayberry & Golden 1996).

In the next phase of generation, media allocation is
performed. During media allocation, terminal nodes
of the plan are assigned to text and/or graphics (rep-
resented by the annotations TEXT and GRAPHIC in
Figure 2). Then, the graphics generator is invoked to
process the nodes that have been allocated to graphics.
All graphic design decisions are made by the graphics
generator, so properties of graphics to appear in the
presentation are not known until the graphics genera-
tor has finished its designs. For example, the graphics
generator may design a single graphic to achieve multi-
ple goals of the plan. Thus, generation of cross-media
cues cannot be performed until graphic design is fin-
ished.

After the graphic design phase, generation of cross-
media acts is performed. The text generator is respon-
sible for realizing cross-media cues and acts of the plan
allocated to text.

Media Allocation
For background, first we present an overview of some
general media allocation issues that are important for
AutoBrief. Then we propose a novel media allocation
policy based on argumentation goals.

To give an example of a case when graphics might
be preferable to text (Roth 8z Hefley 1993), consider
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1 Understand-recommendation(User, R)

2.1 Aware-recommended-act(User, R)
. TEXT

[R: User increase aircraft for bulk cargo]

3.1 Find-plausible(User, P)

core

4.1 Aware-claim(User, P) 4.2

TEXT

~ 5.2 ...5.11 5.13

5.1 A~,,are-data(User, L1) 5.12 Aware-data(User, L12)

[LI: 0 tens late on day 1] [LI2:0 tons late on day 12]

GRAPHIC A GRAPHIC A

2.2 Understand-basis(User, R)
[P: Total 125 tons of cargo will be late]

3.2 Understand-why(user, P)
[F: Possible insuft~icient aircraft for bulk cargo]

I
Understand-how-derived(User, P) 4.3 Find-plausible(User, F)

7.1

Aware-olaim(User, F)
TEXT

Aware~olaim(User, I)

TEXT

Understand-support(User, F)

[I: Most late cargo is bulk]

I
6.1 Find-plausible(User, I)

7.2 Understand-support(User, I)

[M: Comparison by cargo type]

I
8.1 Aware-method(User, M)

GRAPHIC B

Figure 2: Plan for Argument in Figure 1

subgoals 5.1 to 5.12 of the plan shown in Figure 2. (To
save space, only subgoals 5.1 and 5.12 are fully shown.
To paraphrase the subgoals, subgoals 5.1 to 5.5 are to
make the user aware that 0 tons of late cargo arrived
on days 1 to 5, respectively; subgoals 5.6 to 5.9 are
to make the user aware that 25, 50, 25, and 25 tons
of late cargo arrived on days 6 to 9, respectively; and
subgoals 5.10 to 5.12 are to make the user aware that
0 tons of late cargo arrived on days 10 to 12, respec-
tively..) Each of these subgoals is to be achieved by
performing an act of the same type (Assert-data1) and
the content of each of these acts has the same propo-
sitional form (which can be paraphrased as Tons(i) 
late cargo arrive on day i, for i from 1 to 12). These
12 acts are expressed in Graphic A of Figure 1. Al-
though they also could be expressed in a paragraph of
text, the text would be repetitious,2 and its linear form

1 The acts are not shown in the figure, due to space limi-
tations. Assert-datais a primitive act whose goal is Aware-
data.

2Although text generators can use text aggregation
strategies such as we used above to produce more concise
text, there are limits to the amount of aggregation that
can be performed before information is lost. Also, although
text generators can use stylistic variation to make a text
less repetitious, there is the danger that the user will draw
unintended inferences based on Grice’s Maxim of Manner
from the use of variation (Grice 1975).

would not facilitate operations the user might wish to
perform such as looking up the late tons arriving on a
certain day.

On the other hand, there are reasons for not express-
ing certain communicative acts in graphics, including:
some types of act have no obvious graphic represen-
tation (e.g., Recommend), the graphics generator may
have no way of expressing the propositional content of
an act, or the graphical representation of an act may
exceed acceptable limits on complexity or conciseness.
In our system, we assume that text is always available
as a medium of expression if graphics is not selected.

In addition to its above role as a ’Yallback" medium,
text also can serve an important argumentative func-
tion. Textbooks on technical writing and information
visualization, e.g., (Cleveland 1994), stress that the
text of a document should express the main point of
a graphic or the conclusions which the reader is ex-
pected to draw from it. For example, in Figure 1, the
information that 125 tons of cargo will be late could
be recognized by an ideal rational agent from Figure A
alone. However, there may be other conclusions that
could be drawn that do not play a role in the argu-
ment (no late cargo arrives before day 6, etc.). Also, 
less-than-ideal reader may not draw all required con-
clusions.

Thus, to ensure that the goal of an argument ex-
pessed in graphics can be easily recognized by the au-
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dience, regardless of whether it is inferrable from a
graphic, we adopt the following media allocation pol-
icy: Allocate to text any leaf of the plan that is the core
of a segment with details or support to be expressed in
graphics. This policy accounts for the allocation of
nodes 4.1, 5.13, and 7.1 of Figure 2 to text. Other
policies (such as described above) are applied indepen-
dently of this policy. (For example, node 2.1 would be
allocated to text because of the type of act, Recom-
mend.)

Cross-Media Integration
As mentioned in the System Overview section, cross-
media cue generation is performed after graphic design.
Cross-media cue generation is the process of generat-
ing an act whose goal is to make the reader aware of
the role of a graphic in the argument. The goal can be
achieved by expressing the relationship of a graphic to
the appropriate part of the text, e.g., Figure 5 suggests
that port capacity is insufficient at hour 8. The novel
approach described here is based upon the representa-
tion of arguments in our system, and presupposes the
media allocation policy described above. Our approach
to generating these acts is as follows: If N is the core
of a segment containing additional information, to be
realized by a graphic G, and G provides details or sup-
port for N, then we want the user to recognize the rela-
tionship of N to G. Thus, generate a cross-media cue
relating N to G. For example, this approach results in
the generation of cross-media cues relating nodes 4.1
and 7.1 of the plan in Figure 2 to Figures A and B,
respectively, in the example in Figure 1.

Note that since the same graphic may be designed
by the graphics generator to fulfill multiple goals, the
above approach may result in references to a graphic
from more than one part of the presentation. For in-
stance, after the presentation in Figure 1 is shown,
the system might continue with a presentation about
days on which late cargo arrives. If the plan for this
new presentation includes the claim that the most late
cargo arrives on day 7, supported by the data previ-
ously presented in Figure A, and if the graphics gen-
erator decides to allocate the supporting data to the
same graphic, then another cross-media integration
goal would relate the new claim to Figure A.

Related Work
Previous work in media allocation by intelligent multi-
media presentation systems has not addressed the role
of argument structure in media allocation. Instead,
media allocation is based upon which types of infor-
mation can be conveyed by illustrations of objects and
processes (Feiner & McKeown 1991; Towns, Callaway,
& Lester 1998; Wahlster et al. 1993), or in terms of
abstract features of media, datatypes, producer, and
audience (Arens, Hovy, ~ Vossers 1993). However,
the generation of cross-media referring expressions (ex-
pressions that refer to other parts of a presentation)

(McKeown et al. 1992) does need to be addressed in
our future work. For example, cross-media cues can be
combined with referring expressions that link elements
of the text (e.g. needed capacity below) to elements of
the graphic (e.g. referred to as the blue line below):
As shown in Figure 6, needed capacity (the blue line)
exceeds available capacity (the red line).

There has been work on generating text coordinated
with information graphics, but none addressing the
role of argument structure. One caption generation
system (Fasciano & Lapalme 1996) produces text de-
scribing the emphasis of a graphic. However, the mech-
anism producing these captions is based upon tem-
plates provided by the user rather than reasoning on
the role of a graphic in the presentation. Another cap-
tion generation system (Mittal et al. 1998) is capa-
ble of automatically generating extended captions to
help the user understand potentially complex informa-
tion graphics designed by an automated design system.
However, the captions are limited to descriptions of
graphic design and data-to-grapheme mappings, since
the system does not represent the communicative goals
to be achieved by a graphic. Nevertheless, in future
work, we would like to integrate that type of informa-
tion with the information provided in our approach.

Conclusions
In conclusion, media allocation and cross-media cue
generation are problems related to intelligent layout
generation. We have proposed an approach to these
problems that makes use of argument structure to de-
fine domain-independent policies for a multimedia gen-
eration system.
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